Gravity currents (also known as density currents) are flows associated with a fluid of one density that is spreading along a surface and displacing a fluid of different density. In the atmospheric sciences, gravity current dynamics are commonly invoked to explain the behavior of "cold pools," the evaporatively generated cool/dense air that is often found underneath precipitating clouds and convective systems. This talk examines the effects that environmental shear has on gravity currents, where shear is defined as increasing horizontal windspeed with height. Two perspectives from previous studies are considered. One perspective assumes steady flow in a confined channel with a rigid upper boundary, which yields a very broad range of precise quantitative solutions. The other perspective assumes steady flow without an upper boundary and yields only one quantitative solution (the "optimal state"); this perspective also provides a simple qualitative framework that has been used to explain various aspects of gravity currents and squall lines. Numerical simulations are used in this talk to evaluate the two perspectives, focusing on processes that are difficult to study analytically, such as the effects of viscous dissipation, and the behavior of unsteady gravity currents.
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